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Incl Patch-REPT [TorDigger.After signing in Indy to a three-year, $9 million deal, cornerback LeShaun Sims has a new sports psychologist. Sims
told ESPN on Wednesday that Jay Glazer of the network spoke with him about his problem areas in London. He said he will work with Glazer on
creating schemes to help him succeed. "I've been working out with coach [Ron] Zook and they've been teaching me a lot of the new schemes,
but it's just a matter of learning how to make the technique work," Sims said. "That's the biggest thing I'm going to do. I have a great group of
guys behind me and coach Zook has been showing me a lot of stuff, so I'm ready to go." The Indianapolis defensive back, who has been limited
to just nine games in the past two seasons, missed the last four games in 2013 while recovering from a torn meniscus. He signed with the Colts
on the eve of the 2015 season, but he had to be helped off the field in training camp after a violent collision during a defensive back drill. Last
summer, Sims was dismissed from the Baltimore Ravens' program after punching a woman. Sims, 25, is regarded as a high-character prospect
from Purdue with the potential to be a dynamic cornerback in the NFL. He had 100 tackles, three interceptions and a forced fumble in 2013.The
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Accounts(Representative image) NEW DELHI: Rahul Gandhi has been reminded
yet again by a senior Congress leader that he has to bear the responsibility of
fuming AAP supporters. Taking a swipe at the AAP leadership, the Congress

general secretary said that these people should be at their best and they need
to be taken to task. "The so-called pro-people agenda of AAP has been a fraud.

In fact, it has been the biggest scam of Delhi where AAP has shown its real face,"
Rahul said while interacting with a college student at the Gandhi Peace

Foundation's educational institute. The Congress chief said people have to be
woken up from the'sugarcane/phantom' dream and they have to be "re-

educated". "It was a big fraud. People were entranced, and now they (AAP) need
to be taken to task and we should wake people up from this sugarcane/phantom
dream. We are the only ones who can wake people up. And we are doing it," he

said. Rahul said that what he had earlier said on social media was far from
reality. "It is a big scam and those who were playing the political game were not
telling the truth. That's why I had to make a statement on social media. It is not
our case that the future generation would be bigger losers," he said. Rahul said

that in that particular incident, he had tried to give a general direction which
was not formulated and it was in fact the responsibility of the people in charge.
He also said that "taxi" should not be used as an analogy, as this is something

"immoral". "It is neither my case nor do I support'vehicle companies' imposing a
fine on their driver who has committed an offence," he said. The Congress

leader said that what he had said was in the context of traffic and was not on
any other issue. Asked whether he regretted what he had said about Delhi,
Rahul said, "Who needs to regret? The people who said (not to take Delhi

corruption) can't be there to teach (a lesson) to others." 0cc13bf012
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